
PERFORMANCE CLUTCHING CATALOG 

The Original Thunder Shift Kit and 
Heavy-Hitter Clutch Weights 
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SAME QUALITY PRODUCTS, 
NEW COMPANY NAME 

Lonn Peterson has been in the performance clutching and carburetion 

business for many decades. Thunder Products has grown big, so Lonn 

decided to split the company and sell the clutching portion. This is where 

Thunder Products Clutching, LLC comes in. 

Timothy Hank and Terry Burmiester know a thing or two about clutching, and 

especially the Thunder Shift weights. Their racing and business backgrounds 

make them the perfect candidates to take Thunder Products Clutching to the 

next level. 

Terry Burmeister, co-owner of the new Thunder Products Clutching, is one of 

the most respected and best-known snowmobile tuners and test drivers in 

central Wisconsin. Terry’s accomplishments in racing ATVs and snowmobiles 

have awarded him titles including five-time points Champion in ATV racing 

and the 2015 IHRA (International Hot Rod Association) Points Champion in 

snowmobile asphalt racing. He was also the 2006 winner of the SPEED TV 

show “PINKS”, which aired in March of 2007.  Quality and top-notch customer 

service is Terry’s expertise, working as a Quality Manager, Quality Engineer, 

Lead Quality Tech, and Final Inspector for three decades. 

Thunder Products Clutching co-owner Tim Hank also has 

extensive experience in snowmobiling and snowmobile racing. 

His father and uncles started racing in 1968 and it wasn’t long USA MADE 
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before Tim picked up the habit. For over thirty years, Tim has done everything 

from oval racing, snocross racing, to drag racing on a sled. Tuning a 

snowmobile is paramount to his racing success. He also has a background in 

drafting and design engineering with a degree from Lake Superior State 

University, plus over eighteen years experience in manufacturing. His career 

expands into purchasing and inventory control for the manufacturing and 

electric utility fields. 

Together, their connection with the snowmobile and ATV community, 

numerous websites and social media have made them well-known and well-

respected to anyone who wants more performance out of their machines. 

Keeping the American Made tradition, Thunder Shift and Heavy-Hitters are of 

the highest quality steel and 

special built components. 

The reputation for quality, 

performance, personal tech 

support, and value that has 

been built over decades will 

continue under Thunder 

Products Clutching, making 

our products the most 

sought-after performance 

upgrades you can buy for 

any amount of money. 

Check out the catalog and 

visit our website. You can 

call in your order or place it 

directly online. We are here 

to help you get the best 

performance out of your 

snowmobile. 
Terry Burmeister (left) and Tim Hank (right) new owners of 

Thunder Products Clutching, LLC. 
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THUNDER SHIFT ADJUSTABLE CLUTCH WEIGHTS 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSK-100    Thunder Shift (non-bushed) $99.95 

TSK-110    Thunder Shift Quad (non-bushed) $124.95 

TSK-200    Thunder Shift (bushed) $124.95 

TSK-210    Thunder Shift Quad (bushed) $162.95 

TSK-250  Thunder Shift Yamaha (bushed) $187.95 

EXTRA FASTENERS 

TSK-555 TSK Fasteners—any size (each) $2.00 

TSK-560 TSK, HH, TSA Complete Fastener Kit $40.00 

TSK-500 Tungsten Washer—3.4 grams (price each) $8.95 

TOOLS 

TSK-900 Clutch C-Clamp—All Makes (see page 18) $7.95 

Thunder Shift is the original patented adjustable clutch weights that allow you to calibrate 
hole shot, midrange and top end separately for precise clutch tuning and maximum 
horsepower gains. 

The original Thunder Shift comes in economical non-bushed or standard bushed versions. 
Get your clutching dialed into your specific weight quickly and easily with Thunder Shift 
adjustable clutch weights. More details available on our web site. 

Drops right in!  No grinding, cutting or drilling required. 
PATENTED  #5,692,982 & 5,562,555 

TRAIL OR TRACK 

Let us set it 
up, and you 
go riding! 

The only weights 
spin tested to 
18,000 RPM! 

FREE DOWNLOAD - Clutch Tuning Manual (see our web site) 
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HEAVY HITTER TRAIL OR TRACK 

Let us set it 
up, and you 
go riding! 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

HH-50      Heavy Hitter - 50g base weight (Fits Arctic Cat and Polaris) $249.95 

HH-55      Heavy Hitter - 55g base weight (Fits Arctic Cat and Polaris) $249.95 

HH-60      Heavy Hitter - 60g base weight (Fits Arctic Cat and Polaris) $249.95 

HH-65      Heavy Hitter - 65g base weight (Fits Arctic Cat and Polaris) $249.95 

HH-48    Heavy Hitter - 48g Arctic Cat Fixed Pin $249.95 

HH-58    Heavy Hitter - 58g Arctic Cat Fixed Pin $249.95 

HH-63    Heavy Hitter - 63g Arctic Cat Fixed Pin $249.95 

HH-68    Heavy Hitter - 68g Arctic Cat Fixed Pin $249.95 

HH-73    Heavy Hitter - 73g Arctic Cat Fixed Pin $249.95 

HH-77    Heavy Hitter - 77g Arctic Cat Fixed Pin $249.95 

HH-87    Heavy Hitter - 87g Arctic Cat Fixed Pin $249.95 

HH-97    Heavy Hitter - 97g Arctic Cat Fixed Pin $249.95 

HHY-48   Heavy Hitter - 48g Yamaha $249.95 

HHY-53   Heavy Hitter - 53g Yamaha $249.95 

HHY-58   Heavy Hitter - 58g Yamaha $249.95 

HHY-63   Heavy Hitter - 63g Yamaha $269.95 

HHY-68   Heavy Hitter - 68g Yamaha $269.95 

HHY-74   Heavy Hitter - 74g Yamaha $269.95 

HH4          Heavy Hitter - Quad Cam - Arctic Cat or Polaris $309.95 

HH4C      Heavy Hitter - Quad Cam (Fits Arctic Cat)-Fixed Pin $329.95 

EXTRA FASTENERS 

TSK-555 TSK Fasteners—any size (each) $2.00 

TSK-560 TSK, HH, TSA Complete Fastener Kit $40.00 

TSK-502 HH, Big Boy Brass 7g—each (see page 6) $5.00 

TSK-503 HH, Big Boy Brass 9g—each (see page 6) $5.00 

TOOLS 

TSK-900 Clutch C-Clamp—All Makes (see page 18) $7.95 

FREE DOWNLOAD - Clutch Tuning Manual (see our web site) 

HEAVY HITTERS offer hard thrust and belt squeeze for today’s high horsepower machines. Dial in 
your clutching to your specific weight quickly and easily with Heavy Hitter adjustable clutch weights. 
These will make your sled run right on the powerband for maximum acceleration. The new HHRSX 
Heavy Hitter weights were co-developed with the Snow Cross Race Teams! More details available 
on our web site.  

We have setups for most models. PATENTED  #5,692,982 & 5,562,555 

Add up to 20 grams of weight to any Heavy Hitter. 

The only weights 
spin tested to 
18,000 RPM! 
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TS/HH ACCESSORIES 

BIG BOY BRASS 

HEAVY-DUTY PIVOT PINS 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSK-530   Polaris / Comet (2.55”) $14.95 

TSK-525   Arctic Cat fixed pin (2.91) - SOLD EACH $12.95 

TSK-540   Yamaha (2.05”) - Not for OEM weights, Thunder Shift ONLY $14.95 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSK-502 HH, Big Boy Brass 7g—each $5.00 

TSK-503 HH, Big Boy Brass 9g—each $5.00 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSK-555 TSK Fasteners - any size (each) $2.00 

TSK-560 TSK Fastener Kit $40.00 

TSK-561 HH Fastener Kit $40.00 

TSK-562 TSA Fastener Kit $40.00 

TSK-570   Weight Bushing Arctic Cat / Polaris / Comet  (3) $19.95 

TSK-670   HD Weight Bushing (3) (Arctic Cat / Polaris) $21.00 

TSK-675   HD Weight Bushing (3) w/tool (Arctic Cat / Polaris) $24.95 

TSK-571  Yamaha Weight Bushing (3) $29.95 

TSK-575  Ski-Doo Roller Bushing (3) $39.95 

TSK-576  Ski-Doo Pivot Arm Bushing (6) $39.95 

TSK-578  Yamaha Roller Bushing (3) $44.95 

TSK-580   Rebushing Tool (stainless steel) (Arctic Cat / Polaris) $5.95 

Fasteners  -  Bushings 

Add more weight with our Big Boy Brass 

fasteners. Fits the Heavy Hitter weights. 

May require modification on some clutches. 

Comes in 7gram or 9gram versions. 

Our heavy duty Pivot Pins are stronger than the OEM 

pins. They have a melonite treatment to make them 

slippery and corrosion resistant. 

Pin kits come with lock nuts. When you change 

weights or bushings, it's a good time to change your 

Pivot Pins. Set of 3 unless otherwise noted below. 

Measure overall length. 
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TRA BELT ADJUSTER KIT 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSK-800  TRA Belt Adjuster with shims and tools $38.00 

TSK-805  TRA Belt Adjuster with shims, no tools $25.00 

TSK-810  Tools only $16.00 

The new TRA Belt Adjuster Kit from Thunder Products 
allows you to get your belt to sheave clearance down 
to .010” to .015” like it should be. Most sleds are not 
even close to this – in fact, a side clearance of .080” 
to .090” is not uncommon. Ask any racer if this clearance 
is important. All will quickly agree that it is very important 
for a number of reasons. First of all, it will give you a 
smooth positive hole shot! This is because the sheaves 
grab the belt right away and help to eliminate belt 
slippage (that deposits rubber on your sheaves) as well 
as the heat caused by the slippage. Eliminating heat 
improves traction on the clutch sheaves and extends belt 
life. 

The TRA Belt Adjuster allows you to make necessary 
adjustments to the side clearance without pulling the 
clutch off. Mountain riders will especially appreciate the 
TRA Belt Adjuster for its ability to deliver a smooth 
predictable engagement, reducing trenching out. The 
smooth engagement will let you get on top of the snow 
and go! 

Plus, with the correct side clearance the belt can be 
pushed higher up in the sheaves, which of course is a 
higher gear for more top speed. 

A MUST FOR SKI-DOO RIDERS 

CLUTCH WEIGHT SPACERS 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSK-540 Set of 6 size Large (.500 O.D./.250 I.D./.220 thickness) $10.95 

TSK-541 Set of 6 size Medium (.500 O.D./.250 I.D./.150 thickness) $10.95 

TSK-542 Set of 18 size Small (.565 O.D./.250 I.D./.017 thickness) $10.95 

TSK-543 Set of 6 size Med-Large (.565 O.D./.250 I.D./.175 thickness) $10.95 

These work with great with our weights on a TEAM primary clutch where the weight pocket is very 

wide. Allows you to use standard weights. Run Heavy-Hitters, Arctic Cat, Polaris, and other clutch 

weights. The thinner brass spacers 

can be used to take side-play out of 

the weights. Pivot Pin Installer Tool 

makes the job much easier (see 

page 18). 
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TRA THUNDER SHIFT ARMS 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSA-290  Thunder Shift Arms - TRA II $289.95 

TSA-395  Thunder Shift Arms TRA III & Later $289.95 

TSA-490  Thunder Shift Arms - TRA V - Light $299.95 

TSA-495  Thunder Shift Arms - TRA V - Steel (Mach Z) $299.95 

TSK-576  Ski-Doo Pivot Arm Bushing (6) $39.95 

PATENTED  #5,692,982 & 5,562,555 

Sold in sets of 3 - complete with fasteners and washers 

We have setups for most models. 

The blue line is the stock MXZ800 shift pattern. The 
red line is the improved shift pattern by adding only 
the Thunder Shift Arms. This graph represents 
horsepower to the track. Actual increase is 10 to 13 
hp from 52 to 105 mph and 1 to 2 hp below 52 mph. 

Used exclusively by NHRA record holder, Rich Daly - 160.50 MPH in 1/4-mile 

Thunder Shift  Arms (TSA) for the Ski-Doo clutch are machined from aircraft-grade billet aluminum.  
They are five times stronger than stock arms - a must for big engines! 

Designed to get the power to the track, the new Thunder Shift Arms make the T.R.A. clutch more 
adjustable than ever.  It’s like having hundreds of different ramp profiles available. The best news of 
all is they are a bolt-on component - no drilling, tapping or grinding and you still have your clicker 
adjustments. Thunder Shift Arms are patented and race legal. 

Complete lineup of components for your T.R.A. drive clutch! 
Drops right in. No grinding, cutting or drilling.  Best of all, you can still use your 

clicker adjustments for thousands of combinations! 

TRAIL OR TRACK 

FITS TRA V 

FITS TRA V 

FITS TRA II 

FITS TRA III 

AND LATER 

Let us set it 
up, and you 
go riding! 
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TRA THUNDER SHIFT PIN KIT 

THUNDER SHIFT ROLLERS FOR TRA 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSK-190  Thunder Shift Pin Kit - Aluminum Pins (3 grams to 19 grams) $59.95 

TSK-195  Thunder Shift Pin Kit - Steel Pins (10 grams to 25 grams) $59.95 

TSK-325  Thunder Shift Pin Kit - Steel and Aluminum Pins(3 gr to 25 grams) $99.95 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSR-0      TRA Roller - std. size $48.00 

TSR-1      TRA Roller - 1mm over $69.95 

TSR-2      TRA Roller - 2mm over $69.95 

TSK-575  Ski-Doo Roller Bushing (3) $39.95 

TSK-596  Roller Spacer Washers (6) $24.00 

Get Weight Specific Clutching by installing the T.R.A. Thunder 
Shift in your Ski-Doo clutch.  This means you can adjust the 
performance of your clutches to the specific weight of the rider 
and sled combination.  Up until now, tuning the T.R.A. clutch to 
Weight Specific Clutching has been difficult at best. The 
Thunder Shift for the T.R.A. is specifically designed to give you 
that performance edge.  Works in conjunction with your stock 
weight arms or, for more precise control and wider adjustability, 
combine this kit with the other T.R.A. products we offer like our 
Thunder Shift adjustable arms or oversized rollers. 

 

Get the most “bang for the buck” for your 
clutch from the T.R.A. Thunder Shift! 

The most adjustable kit on the market! 

Thunder Shift Rollers are a great tuning component for the 
Ski-Doo TRA clutch. They are available in standard size and 
weight (10 grams), 1mm oversize (12.5 grams) or 2mm 
oversize (15.5 grams). Adding our Thunder Shift Rollers can 
give you extra fine-tuning ability, and especially strong 
holeshots. Can be used with stock arms or our Thunder Shift 
Arms. They are heat-treated, bushed, and melonite-processed 
for wear and corrosion-resistance. We use the best bushing 
material available. 
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TPI SPRINGS PRIMARY AND SECONDARY 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

PRIMARY SPRINGS 

HSAP-104    115# preload / 300# shift (Arctic / Polaris) (blue) $24.95 

HSAP-102    140# preload / 300# shift (Arctic / Polaris) (red) $24.95 

HSAP-103    165# preload / 310# shift (Arctic / Polaris) (yellow) $24.95 

HSY-100  150# preload / 300# shift (Yamaha) (black) $24.95 

HSY-110    77# preload / 324# shift (Yamaha Sidewinder orange) $24.95 

SECONDARY SPRINGS 

HSA-200    Arctic Secondary 180# rate (purple) $35.00 

HSA-201    Arctic Secondary 240# rate (green) $35.00 

HSY-200    Yamaha Viper Big Venom secondary spring (blue) $35.00 

HSY-210    Yamaha Sidewinder Big Venom secondary spring (orange) $35.00 

During the testing of our clutch components, we noticed glaring 
inconsistencies in springs of the same rate. We have developed 
our own springs using the best material available and coupled 
with state-of-the-art spring winding technology, and mil-spec 
shot peened for absolute repeatability. TPI Springs show 
improved and consistent performance and superior memory 
with longer life without fading. This sets the TPI Springs apart 
from the standard springs you’ll find on the market. 

The quality must go in before the performance comes out! 

GLIDE WASHERS CLUTCH SPRING GLIDE WASHER KIT 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

GW-100    Glide Washer Kit - Arctic Cat / Polaris $14.95 

GW-400  Glide Washer Kit—Arctic Cat Team Clutch $14.95 

GW-200  Glide Washer Kit - Ski-Doo $14.95 

GW-300   Glide Washer Kit - Yamaha $14.95 

Replaces OEM springs! 
• Superior Memory     • Consistent Performance     • Longer Life Cycle 

Drive clutch springs are in constant motion, being 
subject to compression, rebound, end-to-end radial 
torquing, distortion and vibration. Our “Glide Washers” 
are custom made with a baked-on lubricity coating. By 
placing a washer on each end of the spring, it can no 
longer bind or wear on the spyder or clutch cover. This 
frees up the spring to do its intended job. Each kit 
comes with five (5) washers. Two have a lubricity and 
rust-proof coating and three are zinc plated to prevent 
rust. Each washer increases clutch engagement speed 
approximately 40 to 50 rpms, which makes it a nice 
tuning tool. 

Stops spring breakage due to binding. 
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THUNDER PRODUCTS 911 CLUTCH COVER 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

911-AC-1  911 Clutch Cover Kit - Arctic Cat  (not for 9-tower clutch) - std $259.95 

911-AC-2  911 Clutch Cover Kit - Arctic Cat  (not for 9-tower clutch) - metric $259.95 

911-AC-T  911 Clutch Cover Kit - Arctic Cat  Team Clutches $259.95 

911-POL   911 Clutch Cover Kit - Polaris $259.95 

911-YAM   911 Clutch Cover Kit - Yamaha  4-strokes $259.95 

TSK-950    Arctic Spyder Jam Nut Wrench (needed to install on AC clutch) $39.95 

Billet machined aircraft grade aluminum, the TPI 911 clutch cover adds rigidity to the 

clutch towers eliminating normal flexing. The rigid clutch assembly along with the huge 

oversize cover bushing (250% larger) will keep the sheaves in perfect alignment. This 

will eliminate binding and flexing, reduces heat, produces fast, smooth and accurate 

upshifting and backshifting. Clutch and belt life is increased! 

The TPI 911 cover comes complete with belt adjuster to get the proper clearances 

between the drive belt and sheaves without taking the clutch apart. 

Makes your clutch perform like the high-buck clutches 

at a fraction of the price! 

Read the Snow Tech article on our web site. 

ARCTIC CAT 

YAMAHA 

T.E.A.M. ARCTIC CAT 

POLARIS 
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YAMAHA BIG VENOM CLUTCH KITS FOR SR VIPER 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

BIGV-48 Yamaha SR Viper Big Venom Kit $299.95 

Gain performance across the entire powerband on your Yamaha SR Viper! The Yamaha SR 
Viper sleds are known for lacking top end, only topping out in the 80’s. With the BIG 
VENOM kit you will be able to run over 100 mph (we hit 105 mph on GPS on snow and 112 
mph on asphalt with this kit). The BIG VENOM Kit also gives you much faster acceleration, 
from the low end through the middle and on top.  Comes with everything you need for only 
$299.95! 

“Thunder Products Clutching’s Big Venom Kit 
dramatically improves power to the ground in 
both stock and modified machines in an easy-to
-adjust package, whether you ride trails, 
crossover, or like to play in the trees.” 
- Anthony Esson 

YAMAHA SIDEWINDER HOLESHOT HELIX 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSK-791 Yamaha Holeshot Helix  33/35 degrees $119.95 

TSK-790 Yamaha Holeshot Helix 35 degrees $119.95 

SECONDARY BELT ADJUSTER SR VIPER & SIDEWINDER 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSK-785 Yamaha Secondary Belt Adjuster—Viper $89.95 

TSK-786 Yamaha Secondary Belt Adjuster—Sidewinder $89.95 

TSK-787 Early Style Secondary (call for details) $89.95 

The new Sidewinder Holeshot Helix lets your 
turbo spool up even faster, giving you the 
powerful holeshots you are looking for. New 
angles improve your holeshot. This helix is 
proven on snow and asphalt tracks. It works! 

Many Yamaha Sidewinders only hit on two 
helix ramps. This causes binding. Our 
precision machined ramps are more accurate, 
smoother shifting, and hit on all three ramps 
improving roller life. 

Get maximum performance by having your belt adjusted 
correctly. Easy to use. It can be adjusted by hand with the large 
knurled adjuster. Belt removal is made easy and quick. Install time 
is 10 minutes. Constructed from billet aluminum.  
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ROLLERS FOR YAMAHA CLUTCHES 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

YAR-148 Thunder Shift Yamaha Rollers—14.8mm (Drive Clutch) $79.95 

YAR-158 Thunder Shift Yamaha Rollers—15.8mm (Drive Clutch) $79.95 

TSK-720 Yamaha Sidewinder Secondary Rollers $45.00 

Adding our Thunder Shift Rollers to your Yamaha DRIVE CLUTCH 

can give you extra fine-tuning ability, and especially strong 
holeshots. Two sizes available; 14.8mm or 15.8mm. Heat-treated, 

bushed, and melonite-processed for wear and corrosion-

resistance. Set of 3. 

 

New Sidewinder SECONDARY CLUTCH Rollers are wider and closer 

tolerance than stock. 

YAMAHA BIG VENOM CLUTCH KIT FOR SIDEWINDER 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

BIGV-58 Yamaha Sidewinder Big Venom Kit $299.95 

The Big Venom is now available for your 

Yamaha Sidewinder! If you thought the 

turbo added performance, wait until you 

feel your sled with a Big Venom kit. Gain 

low and mid-range punch, plus top-end 

speed. Our Big Venom gives you spot-on 

performance gains throughout the 

powerband. 

YAMAHA SIDEWINDER PERFORMANCE 
CLUTCH SPRINGS 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

HSY-110 Yamaha Sidewinder Drive Clutch Spring (orange) $24.95 

HSY-210 Yamaha Sidewinder “Tuff Guy” Driven Clutch Spring (orange) $35.00 

High quality springs made from the very best 

materials, heat treated and shot peened. Drive 
clutch spring maintains low engagement and 

produces smooth linear upshifts to top end. 

Driven clutch spring gives you a holeshot 
advantage and does not coil-bind. 

“TUFF GUY” 
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RED HOT CLUTCH KIT-SKI-DOO Ski-Doo 850 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

RHC-S850 Red Hot Clutch Kit—Ski-Doo 850 $CALL 

Call or visit our website for more information. 

RED HOT CLUTCH KITS-POLARIS POLARIS 850 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

RHC-P850 Red Hot Clutch Kit—Polaris 850 $CALL 

Call or visit our website for more information. 
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ARCTIC CAT DRIVE CLUTCH GO RINGS  

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSK-625 Arctic Cat Spyder $19.95 

ARCTIC SECONDARY BELT ADJUSTER 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TPI-685 Arctic Cat Secondary Clutch Belt Adjuster $89.95 

Just turn the adjuster to get the proper belt height and 
length.  It also makes it much easier to remove your drive 
belt.  This kit fits the late style two roller Arctic Cat 
secondary torque converter.  Constructed from billet 
aluminum. 

Fits 2004-2015 two roller 
secondary clutches 

Go-Rings will make your 2004 through 2015 Arctic 
Cat snowmobile upshift and backshift faster and 
smoother. You will get faster and smoother hole 
shots. Clutching will be so much smoother in all 
aspects that it will be like riding a different machine. 
This includes ease of loading your sled onto a 
trailer. No more lurching forward. Installation is a 
simple ten minute job.  

A.B.C. KIT ADDITIONAL BEARING CONTACT 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

ABC ABC Kit—Arctic Cat (specific applications online or call) $99.95 

The ABC kit gives you a 400% increase in bearing contact on 

the clutch cover. This results in quicker and smoother up-
shifting and back-shifting as well as longer clutch life. The 

ABC Kit has a built in belt adjuster. No need to take your 

clutch apart to adjust your belt to sheave clearance. Simply 
turn the adjuster nut to the desired setting. This gives you 

improved performance and longer belt and clutch life. 

Fits Arctic Cat Primary 6 or 9 
tower 

Clutches 1992-current 

For specific applications, go to our web site or call us. 

Read the Snow Tech article on our web site. 

says Go Rings are a must-have product on every Arctic Cat. 
See the article on our website. 
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ARCTIC CLUTCH REBUILDING COMPONENTS 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSK-630 Arctic Cat Drive Clutch Cover Bushing $17.95 

TSK-635 Drive Clutch Moveable Bushing (30-33mm crankshaft) $15.95 

TSK-640 Drive Clutch Moveable Bushing (35mm crankshaft, 1000cc engines) $16.95 

TSK-643 Spring Clip $2.95 

TSK-650 Arctic Cat Roller, Pin, Spacer Washer Kit (.574 width) $89.95 

TSK-645 Arctic Cat Spyder Buttons (set of 6) $55.00 

TSK-520 Pivot Pin Kit - Arctic Cat non-fixed (2.62”) (Set of 3) $14.95 

TSK-525 Pivot Pin Kit - Arctic Cat fixed pin (sold each) $12.95 

TSK-950 Arctic Spyder Jam Nut Wrench $39.95 

TSK-620 Arctic Cat Diamond Drive Rollers (3) $19.95 

TSK-621 Arctic Cat Two-Roller Secondary Rollers (sold in pairs) $30.00 

TSK-655 Arctic Cat Spyder Spacer Kit $14.95 

Thunder Products now offers critical Cat clutch 

service items. You can’t get these parts separately 
from your Cat dealer, only from Thunder Products! 

Better than OEM quality. 

HERCULES HELIX ULTRA-STRONG HELIX FOR ARCTIC CATS 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSK-690 Hercules Helix for Arctic Cat - 36/40 degrees $199.00 

TSK-692 Hercules Helix for Arctic Cat - 36 degrees $199.00 

The Hercules Helix is 5 times stronger than 
the stock helix.  It has 300% more bearing 
surface.  This combination lowers your 
operating temperature 40 degrees and greatly 
increases clutch and belt life.  The Hercules 
Helix also improves upshifting and 
backshifting as well as improving  
performance. 

Read the Snow Tech article on our web site. 

Stock Helix 

Hercules Helix 
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GATES DRIVE BELTS SNOWMOBILE DRIVE BELTS 

THE NEW G-FORCE CARBON FIBER CORDED DRIVE BELT 
FROM GATES IS THE STRONGEST, BEST PERFORMANCE 

BELT IN THE INDUSTRY 

CARBON FIBER IS STRONGER THAN STEEL AND LIGHTER THAN ALUMINUM 

G-Force is the first of a new generation of double cog Continuously Variable 
Transmission (CVT) belts; a real breakthrough in CVT Belt Design. 

To ensure exact OE application sizing, Gates proprietary Profile VT laser 
measuring technology is used in both product development and manufacturing. 

G-Force Belts Feature: OE equivalent or better performance and durability; Drop-in 

belt convenience without clutch adjustments; Proven double-cog design provides 
flexibility and heat dissipation; Advanced cord adhesion technology to reduce 
edge cord abrasion, and OE exact application sizing. 

BIG 

DISCOUNTS 

ON ALL 

BELTS 

G-FORCE IS THE TOP-OF-THE-LINE BELT FROM GATES 

SEE OUR WEB SITE FOR SPECIFIC MODEL APPLICATIONS 
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CLUTCH C-CLAMP 

ARCTIC SPYDER JAM NUT SOCKET 

This is a MUST HAVE tool! 

The Clutch Sheave C-Clamp holds your clutch 
sheaves in place when compressing your clutch to 

remove or adjust weights. It eliminates removing the 

clutch or clutch cover. Made of heavy-duty 5/16” 
steel. Ends are formed over 90-degrees to prevent 

slipping. Gold zinc plated. 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSK-950 Arctic Spyder Jam Nut Wrench $39.95 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSK-900 Clutch C-Clamp - All Makes $7.95 

Arctic Spyder Jam Nut Wrench is needed to work on your 

Arctic drive clutch. Nickel plate for corrosion resistance. 

WEIGHT PIVOT PIN INSTALLER/REMOVER 

NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TSK-925 Weight Pivot Pin Installer/Remover $5.95 

Any clutch weight with a 1/4” pivot pin 

will be much easier to install or 

remove with this solid brass tool. 
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Looking for performance carburetion enhancements? 

Go to www.THUNDERPRODUCTS.com 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
Shipping: 

Orders are normally shipped by USPS or UPS ground. All other UPS services such as Next Day 

Air, Second Day Air, and 3 Day Select are also available. Freight charges will be added at time 

of invoicing. Please call for pricing. 

Method of Payment: 

We accept VISA, MasterCard and Discover credit cards.  We also accept Money Orders in 

advance of shipping. No C.O.D.'s please. 

Business Hours: 

Regular Business Hours are M-F, 8am - 4pm EST, except Holidays. 

Returns: 

All returns must be authorized by Thunder Products Clutching, LLC. and are subject to a 15% 

restocking and handling charge. This applies to new and unused parts only! No returns are 

accepted after 30 days from date of invoice. No credit or refund will be issued on parts 

returned without authorization number. 

Tech Questions: 

Read the installation and tuning manual prior to calling our tech line. Thunder Products 

Clutching, LLC. provides priority technical support on all of our products. Technical questions 

are answered by telephone only during regular business hours! 

Warranty: 

Thunder Products Clutching, LLC. warrants each of its products to be free from defects in 

materials and workmanship. All liability is limited to the repair or replacement of the part(s). 

Warranty parts must be authorized and returned through the point of purchase. This warranty 

will not cover any part that has been misused, improperly installed, or damaged by accident. 

User assumes all risk and danger of property or personal injury. 

Specifications and pricing: 

We reserve the right to change specifications and pricing as necessary.  Please visit our 

website for the most current information. 

www.THUNDERPRODUCTSCLUTCHING.com 
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Call us or order online! 
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